New Zealand Antique & Historical Arms Association Canterbury
Branch Inc
AUCTION OF FIREARMS & MILITARIA
2018

Saturday 15th September 2018
Balmarino/Nightmarch Rooms,
Members Stand
Riccarton Park, Christchurch
There will be an electronic catalogue available after the 23 July in the July/Aug E Gazette
and branch website www.antiquearms.co.nz.
Items received after our catalogue date will be still be advertised on the branch website

We welcome you to the Canterbury Branch combined ‘E’ catalogue and “Mickey Mouse’
Auction. This is our first ‘E’ catalogue auction and hopefully not the last, we welcome postal
bidding on these items. Conducting the auction on our behalf will be Registered Auctioneer
Graeme Barber.
Registration:
Sellers and displays will setup at 9.00am.Registration, submission of ‘Mickey Mouse’ lots
and viewing will be open from 10.00am with Auction commencing at 11.30am
$10.00 registration fee applies to ALL REGISTRATIONS AND SALES TABLES
There will be food and beverages available for purchase
EFTPOS facility available
A Buyers premium of 10% (maximum of $100 per item) is payable on all purchases ,on
the “Hammer price” for items purchased through the auction (incl postal bids) and on the
realised price of items sold from passed in items. Buyers on the fall of the hammer enter in a
binding agreement to purchase the item bid on.
All buyers MUST be a current NZAHAA member or invited member of a kindred club.
The organisers reserve the right to refuse admittance to any individual.
Only NZAHAA members may bid on lots.
Postal Bidders:
We welcome postal bids from NZAHAA bidders, who are unable to attend the auction.
Please ensure that your name and address is written clearly on the provided postal Bidding
form, together with all the details requested, including your firearms license and categories
of license issued. Postal bids are subject to the buyer’s premium. If your Parcel delivery
address is different from your postal address, please print it legibly in the space provided on
the postal bidding form. Please ensure your parcel address and contact telephone number is
clearly shown in the space provided.
Postal bids need to be emailed or posted by 1700hrs on Thursday 13th September
2018
To:

“Postal bids”
Canterbury Branch NZAHAA Inc
P.O.Box 11262
Sockburn
Christchurch

OR

Email to: auction@antiquearms.co.nz

Successful bidders will be requested to forward, by return mail the cost of the lots
purchased, plus the buyer’s premium, the cost of postage, freight and packaging charges if
applicable. Failing prompt receipt of the amount requested, the buyer’s rights will be
forfeited. As postal bids come to hand, lot numbers and bids will be noted in order of receipt
and if identical bids are received, the bid that arrived first will take precedence.
It is the responsibility of all purchasers to obtain the necessary permits to procure before any
restricted or registerable items can be uplifted.
Postal bidders are advised that the parcels for successful bids are wrapped, and addressed,
on the day after the auction. Costs are committed at this stage, in terms of Track Pack bags.

Changing your instructions for delivery can create issues and added costs that may need to
be recovered from the buyer in these circumstances.
Items are shipped at the purchaser’s risk.
PLEASE NOTE:
Your Postal bid will not be accepted if you omit the name of the NZAHAA branch you are a
member of YOU MUST BE A CURRENT NZAHHA MEMBER TO BID ON ANY LOT.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR POSTAL BIDDERS
Payment
Postal bidders - Our preferred method of payment is direct credit (online banking) or cheque.
The Branch bank account details can be found on the Postal bidding form.
The parcel address must not be to a Post Office Box number as Couriers will not accept
parcels for delivery to PO Boxes. Please use your home or work address to enable courier
delivery during normal working hours.
Please provide a town address if you are a rural delivery as we cannot send rifles or
ammunition to a RD address.
Please note: Firearms will only be delivered to your nearest Courier Depot
All purchasers of Firearms and Ammunition by Postal bid will receive an invoice for their
purchases and must provide their Police Mail Order Sales form and payment (if not made by
direct Credit) before any items will be dispatched.
There are now Policy changes by Courier companies that preclude the carriage of any
ammunition whatsoever Any postals for ammunition will require pick up by the buyer
or their representative.
Please ensure you provide the correct parcel address and contact details with your postal
bid.
Conditions of Sale
Although every effort has been made to describe each lot accurately no warranty is given.
Neither the Auctioneer, NZ Antique & Historical Arms Association, Canterbury Branch Inc,
nor the vendor is responsible for the authenticity of any item or faults in any lot. All lots are
sold as collector’s items only and are not sold as suitable for any other purpose. We cannot
accept any responsibility if items are not in working order and no internal inspection or tests
of mechanisms has been made.
German and Nazi Items
Due to the large number of reproductions, including some apparently made from original
moulds and dies, no guarantee of authenticity can be given.
While items are catalogued with care, all purchasers including postal bidders must satisfy
themselves as to the authenticity of any lot.

The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the “Hammer Price” and any dispute shall be settled
at the Auctioneers absolute discretion.
Payment & Buyers Premium
A Buyers premium of 10% (maximum of $100 per item) is payable on all purchases ,on the
“Hammer price” for items purchased through the auction(incl postal bids) and on the realised
price of items sold from passed in items.
Bidders attending the auction will be required to pay for the lots (including the buyer’s
premium) during or at the conclusion of the auction by cash, cheque, EFTPOS, or credit card
– Visa, Mastercard
Please note: Due to the high cost of credit card charges by our bank, the Canterbury
Branch will be recovering a 1.5% fee on all payments made by credit card at the
auction.
Please note: Payment for postal bids is available by Direct credit (online banking), or
cheque
The Canterbury Branch of NZAHAA Inc will ensure all care is taken during the transport and
storage of items. However, the agreement between the branch and the vendor, indemnifies
the branch from any loss or damage to items that is incurred.
All lots become the responsibility of the purchaser at the fall of the hammer and the
Canterbury Branch of NZAHAA Inc takes no responsibility for any loss or damage incurred
after that time.
Ammunition & Firearms Purchases. Under the 1983 arms act, all postal purchases of
firearms and ammunition must be approved by your local arms officer on the approved form
(43a). The police will then forward the form to the vendor. One way around these provisions
is for you to arrange for someone attending the auction to buy on your behalf and carry
under the provisions of their own license.
Note: All endorsed items sold will be directly handled between the purchaser and the
vendor
For all enquiries relating to the auction please contact:
Auction Contact:

Rod W

Cell: 027 646 9700

Email: auction@antiquearms.co.nz
Please visit our website http://www.antiquearms.co.nz midweek after the conclusion
of the auction to view the prices realised List
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Ammo .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) ball, 100 rounds, Iranian manufacture dated 1973.
Ammo .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) ball, 100 rounds, Iranian manufacture dated 1973.
Ammo .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) ball, 100 rounds, Iranian manufacture dated 1973.
Ammo .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) ball, 100 rounds, Iranian manufacture dated 1973.
Ammo .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) ball, 100 rounds, Iranian manufacture dated 1973.
Tools Reloading press single turret mft by Pacific/Hornady. Comes with 2 trays.
Part L1A1 barrel, has been fitted to an SLR, Bore Ex.
Knife Kukri ‘tourist’ type, comes with black leather scabbard and 2 companion knives.
Safe A category cabinet of light construction with single key lock.
Bayonet Pattern 1903 mft by Enfield, dated 2 ‘ 05, blade dull and stained, comes with
brown leather scabbard and integral frog.
Rifle .303 No 4 Mk I* mft by Long Branch 1942. SN 17L7538 matched to bolt and
woodwork. 2 groove barrel with bore dull at the breech end otherwise GC. Finish to
metalwork thinning, woodwork varnished.
Rifle .308 (7.62 x 51 NATO) Parker hale Model 1200TX fitted with aperture front and rear
sights. Bore Ex. Comes in purpose made mdf case. OA condition VG+.
Rifle .22 Remington Model 4 trombone action repeater with hexagonal barrel, bore GC.
Thinning finish to metal work. SPS 7350 and sold out of Service stamped. SN 62721
Rifle .22 Winchester Model 67 bolt action. Fitted with rear sight on butt. Metal and
woodwork have been cleaned. Bore fair. SPS 7852, NVSN and sold out of service stamped
Rifle .303 LE sporter mft by BSA, 12 HG stamped. SN PB 4250, BOLT mismatched. Bore
GC but dirty. Stock well worn and chequered at wrist. Metalwork thinning in places
Shotgun 12 ga Damascus DB by Remington. Bore pitted at breech FC, Metalwork finish
thinning, Woodwork GC
Rifle .22 FN Browning trombone action repeater fitted with Bentley 4x20 scope. Bore GC.
Retains most blued finish. Stock GC. SN 131044
Bayonet Pattern 1853 Socket for P53 Enfield 3 band. Complete with locking ring but no
scabbard. VGC
Knife Malaysian Kris, Damascus blade in wooden scabbard VG+ Condition
Bayonet Pattern 1853 Artillery sword bayonet with Yataghan blade, D stamped on
crossguard. No scabbard. VG Condition
Bayonet P07 sword bayonet by Sanderson dated 1917. N NR 790 stamped on pommel. No
scabbard. VGC
Rifle .22 Winchester model 69 bolt action. Fitted with PH aperture rear sight on receiver.
Original dovetail sight from barrel removed. SN 3418 VGC
Shotgun 12 ga DB SxS mft by George Smith. Converted from pinfire to percussion. A nice
collector’s piece.
Air Rifle .177 BSA Meteor, replacement foresight otherwise VGC. SN 25645
Gun Rack American mft, fits 5 firearms. Lockable, comes with keys and wall mounting
screws.
Tools cleaning rods 1) .22 by Parker Hale 2) Shotgun, wooden 2 piece
Shotgun 12 ga Browning Model A1 Over and Under DB Trap Gun, 30inch fixed choke
barrels. Used but GC. Comes in foam lined case designed to fit the gun and with some
cleaning gear.
Ammo Leather Presentation Case with shield on inside “North Canterbury Gun Club 1914 –
1964 won by J Dillon”. Containing 5 full and 1 nearly full boxes of recent manufacture 12 g.
Uniform Sam Brown, in blackened leather for the Armoured Corps ExC
Bayonet Owen Machine Carbine Scabbard only. Mangrove and OA stamped ‘44
Rifle Musket .58 cal Pattern 56 (E28) percussion with Tower and Victorian Crown on side
plate. Probably East Indian Coy (Vendors description). 39 inch barrel. Brown patina all over.
Trigger guard screws and ram rod replacements. Woodwork GC with some minor dings.
Retains front swivel, rear from guard missing.
Flintlock Fowler 18 ga. By Wilkinson. Half Hexagonal barrel. Mottled grey, brown patina all
over. Woodwork in GC for age. Brass furniture with some etching and scrolling. Shows signs
of worm near action and stock filler near butt plate. Cleaning rod (replacement?). Barrel
cross pin missing. Overall GC
Book Gunfitting, New hardback with dustcover. 250 X195 mm 218 pages
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Chronograph Protech with tripod stand. Old but still works.
Powder Trickler. By RCBS in box GWO & C.
Priming Tool Lee handheld, new in box.
Lead Melting Pot Electric bottom pour model, Lee mft near new.
Telescope. Gun Sighting Pattern 34, with nautical marks, illuminated. Comes in wooden
box.
Scope Torpedo Director telescope, Pattern 2393. Mft by W Ottway & Co Ltd, Ealing, dated
1911. Clear optics with fine crosshair and adjustable eyepiece. 325mm OAL. VGC
Trench Club WW1 lead weighted with 15 hobnails and rope handle.
Rifle .44 WCF Remington trombone action repeater. 1912 patent stamp. Full length tubular
magazine. Bore is crisp and bright. Bluing shows some use, woodwork VG&C. S/N C32593
Rifle .30 UMC Remington trombone action repeater. 1913 Patent stamp. ¾ tubular
magazine. Peep sight holes on left side of receiver and on top of butt. Bluing thinning all
over, woodwork used and in F-GC. Crack in left side of slide woodwork near cross bolt.
Remington UMC stamped on metal butt plate and on bottom of receiver. S/N C81015
Rifle .22 Remington Model 12 trombone action repeater with hexagonal barrel and full
length tubular magazine. Bore bright and crisp rifling. Fitted with Lyman 530 peep sight.
Finish GC with some thinning to bluing. Woodwork GC with small dings on top of butt and
near wrist. S/N 786670
Shotgun 12ga Remington 878 SA 5shot repeater. Bore bright. Some staining and thinning
to bluing, woodwork has some marks and dings. OA GC. S/N 46467 L
Revolver .44 Walker Colt BP 6 shot percussion replica. Made in Italy by S Marco. VG&C.
S/N 8055 EL required
Revolver .44 3rd Model Dragoon BP 6 shot percussion replica. Made in Italy by S Marco
CG&C. S/N 1825 EL required
Bayonet M1874 Gras ‘T’ backed épée style with brass pommel, wooden grips and steel
hooked quillon cross guard. Mft by Steyr. Some staining to blade. No scabbard
Pistol .43 cal Flintlock Le Page by Pedersoli. Barrel reblued. S/N F02279 EL required
Pistol .44 cal Flintlock Mortimer by Pedersoli. Near new S/N PD 37298 EL required
Pistol .22 Margolin SA with barrel weight and zip mag S/N 870526 GWO EL required
Magazine Drum 71rd WWII PPSH41
Ammo Belt MG34/MG42 50rd Belt and starter WWII 1941 Waffenamt marked
Magazine AK47 40rd Polymar
Rifle Browning .22 Auto mod 22SA 12 shot internal mag. Belgium. S/N 50457
Plotting Board Artillery No2 MK1 1943 m/t Radio Corporation New Zealand Ltd. NZ Broad
Arrow Stamp. Complete with most rulers, drawing pins missing. Note plotting compass not
included.
Plotting Compass as used on Artillery Plotting tables in wooden box with slide on lid.
Pistol 7.65 cal Echasa Basque SA single action with 1x7 round magazine VGC EL
required
Pistol 7.65 cal CZ vzor SA double action with 1x8 round magazine. GC EL required
WITHDRAWN Pistol I.M.I UZI PRO 9mm incl 2 x 25rd mags, semi-auto 4.5 barrel as new
condition. S/N U0000015.EL required
WITHDRAWN Pistol Beretta 92FS 9mm incl 6x mags, Hellweg IPSC holster, Blackhawk
Drop-Leg holster, spare parts. GWO &C. EL required
Rifle .577 Snider Percussion Carbine 2 band lock marked crown & V.R mft by BSA 1880.
N81Z stamped on action, bore good incl cleaning rod GWO&C
Rifle .577 Snider Cavalry Carbine British Military Mark III 19” Barrel carbine sights and
ordinance marks. Lock Plate marked 1879. Bonehill and Royal Cypher. Metalwork
silver/grey Patina. No ramrod present, excellent bore. Brass furniture incl butt plate.
GWO&GC
Shotgun 12ga Double Barrel Muzzle loading percussion. Belgium. 30” barrels, mottled
brown. RH Hammer faulty. FC.
Scabbard WWI British Repro leather Mounted Rifles. VGC.
Rifle 303 Sporter fitted by BSA with PH6A rear sight. Bore dull fair to GC. Repair area to top
of butt at socket. Sold out of service stamped. S/N PB621
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Shotgun 16ga Double Barrel by CG Bonehill. Barrel patterned all over. Rib action,
hammers, trigger guard all engraved. A very nice collectable gun. Bore exc. Checkered wrist
& forewood.
Rifle SKS 7.62x39 (original detachable mag model). Wooden stock folding Bayonet incl
40rd mag. “E” cat. EL Reqd.
Barrel AR15.223 Wylde chamber 1/8 twist. Barrel ext, muzzle thread 1/2x28”. New.
Magazine stem 9mm, Blued.
Magazine stick PPSH41 7.62x25
Magazine Bren L4 7.2 x 51 30rd
Magazine Bren L4 7.2 x 51 30rd
Misc SKS Recoil spring/guide rod assembly
Misc MG34 Firing Pin Spring VGC
Misc MG42/M53 Ejector Bar
Holster East German PPK/Makarov. Brown leather.
Holster Austrian Gendarmerie. Leather 9mm Browning Pistol incl Belt
Barrel Auschitz .22 cal. New
Barrel Browning .270 cal excl Bore
Magazine Steyr 7x64 incl trigger guard. New cond
Misc K98 Cleaning kit
Misc K98 Cleaning kit
Misc K98 Mauser leather sling
Misc K98 Mauser leather sling
Hat Australian Post WWII Visor Hat. Royal Military College. Good Cond. Size 7.
Pistols HENRY TATHAM FLINTLOCK MILITARY
A very rare pair of British Military New Land pattern pistols, circa 1795. All brass
construction including the step tailed lock, most likely private purchase for sea service. 9”
.650 cal barrels with captive rammers, ordnance and proof marks as well as H TATHAM
LONDON which is also marked on the lock plates. Brass with good original patina. VGC
original wood- work with deeply carved rack number and ordnance marks also on the butts.
A unique pair for the discerning Military collector. VGWO&C.
SUB MACHINE GUN MP40
WWII German 9mm cal S.M.G. 9 1/2” Barrel with early muzzle nut and strengthening rib.
The receiver is marked MP40 fxo 41 (code mark for C.G. Hanenel Suhl) All external
numbers are matching and the gun is profusely marked with Waffen amt number 37 and
WaAA44. Metal- work has grey patina with traces of original finish and shows shrapnel
marks on the left hand side, possibly from a grenade blast. Early second type slab side
magazine well without strengthening ribs and cocking handle with closed bolt lock. Good
condition brown Bakelite side covers with metal under folding stock. Complete with original
magazine & leather sling. A nice original example with plenty of character believed to be a
Kiwi veteran bring back. GWO&C. EL required
Rifle Mauser K98 Captured in 1943 in Jugeslavia Remarket new S/N and Communist Crest.
Nazi marks on sight. Exc Bore. As new. S/N J.13688
Rifle Mauser K98 TGF 1950. Made for East German Border Guard. Bore exc. As new. S/N
05279
Pistol Steyr Hahn 1916 9mm. Some pitting. S/N 3865. EL required.
Pistol Steyr Hahn 1916 9mm. VGC S/N45820. EL required.
Pistol Luger Type toggle action. 22 cal. Belgium made. Bore exc, some pitting, rare gun,
needs cleaning. S/N 133. EL required.
Pistol German Target 1926. Some pitting. Exc bore. EL required.
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New Zealand Antique & Historical Arms
Association
Canterbury Branch
15th September Postal Bidding Form
Postal Bids
Canterbury Branch NZAHAA Inc
P.O.Box 11262
Sockburn
Christchurch
OR
Email to: auction@antiquearms.co.nz
Firearms Licence No: _____________________
Licence Categories: A
(circle)

B

C

D

E

From
Name: ________________________________
Postal Address: _________________________
______________________________________
Parcel Deliver Details (if different from above)
Name: ________________________________
Delivery Address: _______________________
______________________________________

Expiry Date: _______________
**NZAHAA Branch Name:
________________**
Payment Details
Payment by Direct Credit or Online banking is
preferred and should be to the following account
Canterbury Branch NZAHAA
Westpac: 03-1704-0076884-00

Nearest Fastway Courier Depot for firearms:
______________________________________

1. Parcels cannot be sent by courier to Post
Office Box Numbers.
2. Costs are committed at the time the parcels
are wrapped on the Monday after the
auction. We reserve the right to recover any
costs where late address changes are
Please include your name and invoice number
made.
in reference fields
3. Parcels containing firearms will be sent via
the nearest Fastway Courier Depot to your
Contact Details
home.
Telephone: ____________________________
4. Please identify your nearest Depot below.
Email: ________________________________
The courier will call you to collect.
5. All Firearms and ammunition purchase must
be covered by the Police mail Order Form
I have read and agree to the Canterbury Branch
(43a).
NZAHAA Conditions of Sale
Bidders Signature: _______________________ 6. There are now Policy changes by
Courier companies that preclude the
carriage of any ammunition whatsoever
Any postals for ammunition will require
pick up by the buyer or their
representative
Only bids recorded on this form (or a photocopy) and duly signed will be acceptable. Bids to be in NZ
dollars only, and close at 1700 hrs on Thursday 13th September 2018. Bids for firearms and
ammunition will only be accepted if the bidder’s firearm licence number and categories of licence are
recorded on this form and the licence is current. Bidders will be made aware of their success as soon
as practicable after the auction. In the event of identical bids the bid received first will take
precedence.
Successful Postal bids will attract the same Buyers Premium of 10% the same as for floor bidders.
Unsuccessful bids will not be advised.
** NOTE: For this form to be accepted you MUST fill in your NZAHAA Branch Name
BIDS MUST BE RECEIVED BY AUCTION CONVENOR NO LATER THAN: 1700 hrs on Thursday
13th September 2018
PLEASE: Write in a tidy way so we can read it and also, double check your LOT Numbers!
Lot Number

Lot Description

Maximum Dollar Bid

Lot Number

Lot Description

Maximum Dollar Bid

